Abstract-This paper presents an optimized speech compression algorithm using discrete wavelet transform, and its real time implementation on fixed-point digital signal processor (DSP). The optimized speech compression algorithm presents the advantages to ensure low complexity, low bit rate and achieve high speech coding efficiency, and this by adding a voice activity detector (VAD) module before the application of the discrete wavelet transform. The VAD module avoids the computation of the discrete wavelet coefficients during the inactive voice signal. In addition, a real-time implementation of the optimized speech compression algorithm is performed using fixed-point processor. The optimized and the original algorithms are evaluated and compared in terms of CPU time (sec), Cycle count (MCPS), Memory consumption (Ko), Compression Ratio (CR), Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE).
I. INTRODUCTION
During last decade, the wavelet transform has emerged as a powerful and robust mathematical tool for analyzing non-stationary signal, and has been used in wide range of signal processing applications such as: speech, image and video compression [1] [2] [3] , speech denoising [4] , pattern recognition [5] and electrocardiogram (ECG) signal processing [6] . Recently many new algorithms have been developed based on wavelet transform [7] [8] [9] or wavelet packets transform [10] [11] to compress speech signals.
The speech compression techniques using discrete wavelet transform (DWT) achieves a high compression ratio and acceptable reconstructed signal, compared to other existing techniques such as; DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) used by the MPEG standard [7] , FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) [7] [12], LPC (Linear Predictive Coding) for the NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization) and GSM (Global System Mobile) [13] or the CELP (Code Excited Linear Prediction) [14] for the International telecommunication Union (UIT). However, the main disadvantage of the speech compression using DWT is linked to the high complexity of implementation, during the real time processing on a DSP processor. In this context, this paper presents an optimized algorithm for speech compression based on DWT and its real-time implementation on fixed point DSP for Texas Instruments.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the overview of analysis and synthesis using wavelets. Section 3 presents the methodology of the speech compression algorithm based on DWT and discusses the optimized speech compression algorithm. In addition comparative study of performances is performed. In section 4, a real-time implementation methodology of the optimized speech compression algorithm is presented and a comparative study of performances is performed using some objective criteria. Section 5, gives a conclusion and some remarks.
II. ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS USING WAVELETS

A. Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT):
The concept of CWT was introduced by A. Grossman and J. Morlet [15] [16] , to analyze the seismic signals structures at different scales. The principal of CWT consists in decomposing the original signal in too many functions by using a single prototype function called mother wavelet ( () t  ).
The CWT of a signal () ft is computed using the following formula:
where (*) denotes the complex conjugate, a and b present respectively the dilation factor and the translation factor of the mother wavelet:
The inverse continuous wavelet transform (ICWT) is obtained by applying the following formula:
where C  is a constant that depends on the mother wavelet.
B. Discrete Wavelet Transform(DWT):
The DWT is a special case of CWT; it was developed to apply the CWT to the digital world. It obtained by discretizing a and b factors as follows: Generally, the DWT is computed using the recursive pyramid algorithm developed by S. Mallat [17] . It consists in successively decomposed the original signal into high frequency components and low frequency components respectively by the mean of the high-pass analysis filter 1 () hzand low-pass analysis filter 0 () hz. The high frequency components (details coefficients) are not analyzed any further, however the low frequency components (approximation coefficients) are subsequently divided into new approximation coefficients and detail coefficients using the following formulas [17] . Yk are the outputs of the highpass and low-pass filters obtained by down-sampling by a factor of 2. The original speech signal can be reconstructed using the inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT). In the first, the approximation and detail coefficients are upsampled by a factor of 2, and then respectively filtered by the high-pass synthesis filter 1 () gzand low-pass analysis filter 0 () gz [17] : 
III. OPTIMIZED SPEECH COMPRESSION ALGORITHM USING DWT
This section describes the optimized speech compression algorithm based on DWT. The first subsection details the principal of speech compression using DWT. The second subsection presents the optimized speech compression algorithm, by introducing a VAD module, and a comparative study of performances.
A. Speech compression using wavelets
The idea of speech compression using DWT is primarily related to the representation of a speech signal in the wavelet domain. In [18] , W. Kinsner was shown that most of the wavelet coefficients have small amplitudes. More than 90% of the wavelet coefficients are less than 5% of the maximum value; this means that most of the signal energy is concentrated in the high valued coefficients, which are few [18] . Consequently, the speech compression is achieved by truncating the small valued coefficients and efficiently encoding them.
The speech compression based on DWT, can be performed in five steps, as shown in Fig. 3 : in the first step, the original signal is decomposed into sub-bands by applying DWT. Then, the obtained sub-bands are thresholded and encoded. Finally, a quantization steps followed by entropy coding is applied: [7] [19] . The detailed steps of the speech compression using wavelets are:  Step 1: This step consists in choosing the decomposition level, the mother wavelet and applying the DWT on the original speech signal, in order to compute wavelet coefficients. For choosing an optimal mother wavelet several criteria can be considered: the objective is minimizing the error variance and maximizing the signal to noise ratio between the original and reconstructed signal. Generally, the choice of the optimal mother wavelet is based on the average In [20] it was shown that the adequate decomposition level for speech compression should be less or equals to five, without further advantage gained with processing beyond scale five [20] .  Step 2: In this step, the obtained wavelet coefficients (sub-bands) are thresholded. Several methods exist for thresholding such as; the hard thresholding and the soft thresholding [21] . The hard and the soft thresholding for a given threshod value ( 0 T  ) are performed using the following formulas:
-Hard thresholding:
-Soft thresholding:
where, sign and W present respectively the sign function and the wavelet coefficients.
For calculating threshold values the thresholds values, there are many methods such as; the global threshold computation and the level dependent threshold computation:
-Global threshold:
where,
is the median of the absolute value of detail coefficients at level one.
-Level dependent threshold: can be calculated by the Birge-Massart strategy, using the following formula [22] :
where
and L is the length of approximation coefficients at level one.  Step 3: The speech compression using DWT, is achieved by truncating the wavelet coefficients of low magnitude and efficiently encoding them. There are many ways to encode the truncated coefficients. One way is to represent the wavelet coefficients of high magnitude in their respective positions in the wavelet coefficients vector [12] . Another way is to encode the values of two consecutive zeros with two bytes; the first byte to indicate the start sequence of zeros in the wavelet coefficient vector and the second byte to representing the number of consecutive zeros [18] : Let,
Step 4: Usually the quantization step precedes the entropy encoding, it has two objectives: extracting the pertinent information and facilitating the entropy encoding. The encoded coefficients for each sub-band are converted to others coefficients, with few possible discrete values. There are many quantization methods such as: uniform, scalar and vector quantization.  Step 5: The quantized coefficients for each sub-band contains some redundancy, which waste of space. To remove it, an entropy coder like Huffman coding [10] or arithmetic coding is used. At the decoder, the received bit-stream is used to decode (entropy decoding) and de-quantize (inverse quantization) the compressed sub-bands. Then, the decompressed sub-bands are decoded (Zero-value decoder) to obtain the sub-bands. Finally, the inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) is applied to reconstruct speech signal.
B. Optimized speech compression algorithm using wavelets
In this subsection, a VAD module is added to the speech compression algorithm described in the previous subsection. However, the concept of VAD is widely used in the field of speech communication, in order to achieve high speech coding efficiency and low bit rate transmission. The VAD detector provides in its output a decision called a voice activity decision (0 or 1); which is used to switch between the silence compression or DWT speech compression, as shown in Fig. 4 . In addition, during inactive periods, the VAD module avoids the application of DWT to the speech signal. Fig. 5 presents the speech compression algorithm described in the previous subsection with VAD detector. For each speech frame, the VAD detector module provides decision, which is used as to switch between the There are many algorithms of VAD, such as; the algorithm described in [23] , by Y. Ephram and D. Malah used in the MMSE-STSA (Minimum Mean-Square ErrorShort Time Spectral Amplitude) estimator for speech enhancement. In [24] , A. Benyassine, described her VAD used in G.729B algorithm of the ITU [25] . 6 shows the speech signal -si2022.wav‖, extracted from the TIMIT database of Texas Instruments [26] and its VAD according to G.729B recommendation of the ITU. Table 1 illustrates the compression performances with and without VAD module. The speech signals are extracted from the TIMIT database and analyzed by frame of 256 samples. The used mother wavelet is Daubechies -db10‖ and five decomposition levels.
From the above table, it is clear that the DWT speech compression algorithm with VAD module outperforms the DWT speech algorithm without VAD module in terms of CPU time, CR, SNR, PSNR and NRMSE. We can also remark that the using of VAD module presents a very low-complexity and ameliorated performances if the speech signal contain a silence (Fig. 7) . 
IV. REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY
In this section a real-time implementation of the optimized speech compression algorithm based on DWT is performed using the fixed point processor TMS320C6416 DSP. In addition, a comparative study of performances between the optimized version and the original version of DWT speech algorithms is presented using some objective criteria such as; the cycles count required to perform each algorithm and the memory sizes of DSP executable code.
For rapid development and real-time implementation of the speech compression algorithm based on DWT, the MATLAB/Simulink and the Real Time Workshop (RTW) tools are exploited. In the first step, the MATLAB/Simulink tool is used to design the speech codec, then the RTW is exploited to automatically generate a C code (ANSI-C) from the designed Simulink models. Finally the build process targeted the executable code to the DSP by the mean of Code Composer Studio (CCS) [27] .
In this work, the original and the optimized speech compression algorithms are implemented using the DSP/BIOS tool. It is a scalable real time kernel, designed to be used by applications that require real-time scheduling and synchronization. It is also designed to minimize CPU requirements and memory on the target [28] . Fig. 8 presents the designed Simulink model for realtime implementation of the speech compression algorithm based on DWT using TMS320C6416 processor for Texas Instruments. Fig. 9 shows the Simulink model of the speech compression algorithm using DWT, which is implemented using a task TSK of DSP/BIOS. As it can be seen that the Simulink block -Optimized DWT Codec‖ is a subsystem block contains the different steps of the speech algorithm as shown in Fig.9 . The DWT speech algorithm processes the analog speech signal from the microphone input or the line input of the codec AIC23, and then converted into a digital signal using an analog to digital converter (ADC). After the process of coding and decoding, the digital output signal from the DSP is converted to an analog signal using a digital to analog converter (DAC). (Multi-channel Buffered Serial Port). Fig. 10 shows the different hardware blocks used to transfer speech data. In order to validate the performances of the optimized speech compression algorithm using DWT, the presents the number of cycles and the memory consumption are computed. Table 1 presents the number of cycles in MCPS and the memory consumption in kilobytes (KB) required to running the compression algorithm based on DWT, with and without VAD detector. In this work, the speech compression algorithm is applied to the speech frames of 256 samples. From the table 2 it can be noted that the total number of cycles decreases to about 49.6% by using the VAD module. So, the CPU speech and the memory consumption are fully satisfied the real time processing requirement on TMS320C6416 (CPU speed = 1 GHz, 512KB of flash memory and 16MB of SRAM). V. CONCLUSION
In this work, an optimized speech compression algorithm based on discrete wavelet transform is presented, and its real time implementation on fixed-point digital signal processor of Texas instruments is performed. It is shown that the adding of the voice activity module to the speech codec based on wavelets
